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Abstract

We present a method, called opportunistic scheduling, for exploiting the time-varying nature of the radio envi-

ronment to increase the overall performance of the system under certain quality of service/fairness requirements of

users. We first introduce a general framework for opportunistic scheduling, and then identify three general categories of

scheduling problems under this framework. We provide optimal solutions for each of these scheduling problems. All the

proposed scheduling policies are implementable online; we provide parameter estimation algorithms and implemen-

tation procedures for them. We also show how previous work by us and others directly fits into or is related to this

framework. We demonstrate via simulation that opportunistic scheduling schemes result in significant performance

improvement compared with non-opportunistic alternatives.

� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and motivation

Wireless networks have unique characteristics,

and thus demand specially tailored scheduling

schemes. The wireless resource is scarce, and mo-

bile users perceive time-varying channel condi-
tions. Hence, good scheduling schemes in wireless

networks should opportunistically seek to exploit

channel conditions to achieve higher network

performance. Here, the term opportunistic denotes

the ability to schedule users based on favorable

channel conditions. However, the potential to

transmit at higher data rates opportunistically

(i.e., when channel conditions permit) also intro-

duces an important tradeoff between wireless re-

source efficiency and level of satisfaction among
different users. For example, allowing only users

close to the base station to transmit at high trans-

mission power may result in very high throughput,

but sacrifices the transmissions of other users.

Such a scheme cannot satisfy the increasing de-

mand for quality of service (QoS) provisioning in

the emerging high-rate data wireless networks. To

address this problem, we present here a framework
for scheduling users in an opportunistic way. The

objective is to improve wireless resource efficiency
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by exploiting time-varying channel conditions

while at the same time controlling the level of QoS

among users. Under this framework, we study

opportunistic scheduling policies with different

QoS constraints. The first two QoS requirements

under investigation are in fact fairness require-
ments. The third QoS metric considered in this

paper is the minimum ‘‘performance’’ (e.g., data

rate) a user receives.

Wireless scheduling schemes have attracted a

lot of recent attention. The authors of [13–16] have

studied wireless fair scheduling policies. They ex-

tend the scheduling policies of wireline networks

to wireless networks. These wireless scheduling
schemes provide various degrees of performance

guarantees, including short-term and long-term

fairness, as well as short-term and long-term

throughput bounds. A survey of these algorithms

can be found in [7]. However, these efforts model

a channel as being either ‘‘good’’ or ‘‘bad’’, which

may be too simple to effectively characterize

realistic wireless channels, especially for data ser-
vices.

In [4,8], the authors present a scheduling scheme

for the Qualcomm/HDR system. Their scheduling

scheme exploits time-varying channel conditions

while maintaining ‘‘proportional fairness’’, as de-

fined in [8,9].

In [2,3,17,18], the authors study scheduling al-

gorithms for the transmission of data to multiple
users. Both delay and channel conditions are taken

into account. Throughput optimality is defined in

[3] as follows: a scheduling algorithm is through-

put optimal if it is able to keep all queues stable if

this is at all feasible to do with any scheduling

algorithm. Furthermore, the authors of [6] inves-

tigate a scheduling algorithm to maximize the

minimum weighted throughput of users. We dis-
cuss these schemes in more detail later.

Opportunistic scheduling exploits the channel

fluctuations of users. Thus a natural question to

ask is what we should do in environments with little

scattering and/or slow fading. In [20], the authors

present a scheme that uses multiple transmission

antennas to ‘‘induce’’ channel fluctuations, and

thus exploit multi-user diversity. Further, such a
scheme can also be used opportunistically to null

intercell interference.

In [1], scheduling problems for real-time traffic

are studied. The authors show that the greedy

algorithm is 1/2 competitive against the offline

optimal algorithm. Further, they show that no

deterministic online algorithm can achieve a com-

petitive ratio higher than 1/2.
In this paper, we present a framework for op-

portunistically scheduling user transmissions to

exploit the time-varying channel conditions in

wireless communication systems. The objective is

to maximize the wireless system performance while

satisfying various QoS requirements. Our frame-

work enables us to investigate different categories

of scheduling problems involving two fairness re-
quirements (temporal fairness and utilitarian fair-

ness) and a minimum-performance requirement.

We provide optimal scheduling solutions, and

study the asymptotic behavior of our opportunistic

scheduling schemes. We also provide a stochastic-

approximation-based algorithm that can be used

efficiently to estimate the key parameters of the

scheduling schemes online. We also show how
previous work by us and others directly fits into or

is related to this framework (e.g., [2,6, 8,12]).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we introduce the system model, and present our

framework for opportunistic scheduling. We study

three types of scheduling problems using this

framework. First, in Section 3, we introduce a

scheduling problem with temporal fairness re-
quirements and provide an optimal solution. Then,

we present a utilitarian fairness scheduling prob-

lem and its optimal solution in Section 4. Finally, a

scheduling problem with minimum-performance

guarantees and its solution are presented in Sec-

tion 5. In Section 6, we compare different sched-

uling schemes, and discuss an asymptotic result on

opportunistic scheduling schemes. Then in Section
7, we show how to extend our results to more

general cases. In Section 8, we address implemen-

tational issues, including online parameter esti-

mation. In Section 9, we provide simulation results

to illustrate the performance of the studied

scheduling schemes. We present our conclusions in

Section 10. Due to space limitations and similari-

ties among certain proofs, some results in the
paper are presented without proofs. We refer

readers to [11] for the omitted proofs.
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2. Opportunistic scheduling framework

We consider a time-slotted system where time is

the resource to be shared among all users. The

system can have more than one channel (frequency

band), but at any given time, only one user can
occupy a given channel within a cell. Here, we

focus on the scheduling problem for a single given

channel. Such a system model includes TDMA

systems as well as time-slotted CDMA systems (an

example of the latter is the IS-856 system, also

known as HDR).

Channel conditions in wireless networks are

time-varying, and thus users experience time-
varying performance. We use a stochastic model to

capture the time-varying and channel-condition-

dependent performance of each user. Specifically,

following the approach of [12], let fUk
i g be a sto-

chastic process associated with user i, where Uk
i is

the level of performance that would be experienced

by user i if it is scheduled to transmit at time k. The
value of Uk

i measures the ‘‘worth’’ or ‘‘utility’’ of
time-slot k to the user i, and is in general a function
of its channel condition. The better the channel

condition of user i, the larger the value of Uk
i . Ex-

amples of the value of Uk
i are throughput, or value

of throughput minus the cost of power consump-

tion. We assume that Uk
i is nonnegative and boun-

ded. Let ~UUk ¼ ðUk
1 ; . . . ;U

k
N Þ be the performance

vector at time-slot k. Let U ¼ f~UUk; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .g be
the sequence of performance vectors.

Wireless spectrum is a scarce resource, hence

improving the efficiency of spectrum utilization is

important, especially to provide affordable high-

rate-data service. However, a scheme designed

only to maximize the overall throughput could be

unfairly biased, especially when there are users

with widely disparate distances from the base
station. To address this problem, we introduce

QoS/fairness requirements into the framework of

opportunistic scheduling––our goal is to maximize

the system performance (defined later) by ex-

ploiting time-varying channel conditions while

maintaining certain user-oriented constraints. Ex-

amples of such constraints include long-term and/

or short-term fairness constraints or (direct) per-
formance constraints. (In this paper, we focus only

on long-term requirements.)

A scheduling policy is a rule that specifies which

user is scheduled at each time-slot. At time k, if a
policy Q schedules user i ¼ QðU; kÞ 2 f1; . . . ;Ng
to transmit, then the system receives a ‘‘reward’’ of

Uk
QðU;kÞ (i.e., Uk

i ). A general policy may depend on

U (the entire sequence of performance vectors) and
k (the time). Such policies include ‘‘non-station-

ary’’ and ‘‘non-causal’’ policies. To be precise, a

policy is causal if its decision at time k depends

only on ~UUj for j6 k and the time k, i.e., QðU; kÞ is
only a function of ð~UU 1; . . . ; ~UUk; kÞ. Non-causal

policies depend on the future; clearly, such policies

are not practically realizable. A policy is me-

moryless if its decision at time k depends only on
~UUk and the time k, i.e., QðU; kÞ is a function of

ð~UUk; kÞ (clearly, a memoryless policy is also cau-

sal). A stationary policy is a memoryless policy

whose decision does not depend on the time k, i.e.,
QðU; kÞ depends only on ~UUk. A general policy Q is

potentially ‘‘opportunistic’’ in the sense that it can

use information on the performance-vector se-

quence U to decide which user to schedule. A non-
opportunistic policy is one whose decision does not

depend on U.

We are interested only in policies that satisfy

specific QoS/fairness requirements. We say that a

policy Q is feasible if it satisfies the constraints for

all users. Our goal is to find a feasible policy Q that

maximizes the system performance, which may be

defined differently under different assumptions.
Using this framework, we study three categories of

scheduling problems with long-term requirements.

We also show how other scheduling formulations

fit in or are related to our scheduling problems.

Although outside the scope of this paper, it is also

of interest to study scheduling problems involving

short-term requirements under our framework, as

done in [12].
For now, we assume that f~UUkg is stationary

and ergodic (we remove this assumption in Section

7). For convenience, we use the notation ~UU ¼
ðU1; . . . ;UN Þ, where Ui is a random variable rep-

resenting the performance value of user i at a ge-

neric time-slot. Note that the stationary

assumption does not preclude correlations across

users or across time. We first focus on stationary
policies. For simplicity of notation, let Qð~UUÞ be

the decision of a stationary policy Q at a general
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time-slot where ~UU is the performance value of

users. Note that EðUQð~UUÞÞ is the average system

performance value associated with policy Q, and it
is the sum of all users� average performance values
(where we reap a reward of Ui only if user i is
scheduled). The objective is to find a policy Q that
maximizes the average system performance value

EðUQð~UUÞÞ under the constraints. We study more

general policies, including non-stationary and non-

causal policies, under more general assumptions in

Section 7.

We consider both the uplink and the downlink

of a wireless network. In both cases, the base

station serves as the scheduling agent. The sched-
uling scheme does the following: at the beginning

of a time-slot, the scheduler (i.e., the base station)

decides which user should be assigned the time-slot

based on the performance values of the users at

that time-slot. For the uplink case, if a user is as-

signed a time-slot, the user will transmit in that

time-slot. For the downlink case, if a user is as-

signed a time-slot, then the base station will
transmit to the user in that time-slot. In general,

downlink transmission is more important for data

traffic because of the highly asymmetric nature of

the data service. Further, the uplink may experi-

ence synchronization difficulties due to different

distances between users and the base station when

the duration of a time-slot is short.

3. Temporal fairness scheduling scheme

It is important to note that fairness criteria are

central to scheduling problems in wireless systems.

Without a good fairness criterion, the system

performance can be trivially optimized by, for

example, letting a user with the highest perfor-
mance value to transmit. This may prevent ‘‘poor’’

users (in terms of either channel conditions or

money) from accessing the network resource, and

thus compromises the desirable feature of wireless

networks to provide ‘‘anytime’’, ‘‘anywhere’’ ac-

cessibility. In this paper, we study two fairness

criteria––temporal and utilitarian. In this section,

we focus on the scheduling problem with temporal

fairness requirements; we study utilitarian fairness

in Section 4.

3.1. Problem formulation

Because time is the resource shared among
users, a natural fairness criterion is to give each

user at least a certain share of the entire resource,

i.e., time. Let ri denote the minimum time-fraction

that should be assigned to user i, where ri P 0,PN
i¼1 ri 6 1, and N is the number of users in the

cell. Here, we assume that the ris are predeter-

mined and serve as prespecified fairness con-

straints. The value of ri dictates the minimum
fraction of time that a user should transmit on the

channel, which is typically determined by the user�s
class, the price the user is willing to pay for the

wireless service, or the user�s current channel

conditions. The scheduling algorithm then decides

which time-slot should be assigned to which user,

given the minimum time-fraction requirement.

Our goal is to develop a scheduling policy Q
that exploits the time-varying channel conditions

to maximize the total expected system perfor-

mance while satisfying the resource-sharing con-

straint. The problem can be stated formally as

follows:

maximize
Q2H

EðUQð~UUÞÞ

subject to PfQð~UUÞ ¼ igP ri; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N ;

ð1Þ

where H is the set of all stationary scheduling

policies. Note that we are restricting our attention

here to stationary policies. In Section 7, we extend
the problem formulation and our results to include

more general (non-stationary) policies.

In a previous paper [12], we studied a special

case of the temporal fairness scheduling problem,

where
PN

i¼1 ri ¼ 1. In other words, the inequality

constraints in (1) are actually equality constraints

(PfQð~UUÞ ¼ ig ¼ ri for all i). The current problem
is more general, and allows more flexibility in re-
source sharing in that it allows for a minimum

amount of fairness in the system. Note that

� :¼
P

i ri 6 1 is a tuning parameter such that

the smaller the value of �, the less restrictive the
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fairness constraint, and the greater the opportu-

nity to improve the system performance.

3.2. An optimal policy

We define a policy Q� as follows:

Q�ð~UUÞ ¼ argmax
i

ðUi þ v�i Þ; ð2Þ

where the v�i s are real parameters such that

(a) mini ðv�i Þ ¼ 0;

(b) for all i, PfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ igP ri; and

(c) for all i, if PfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ ig > ri, then v�i ¼ 0.

Proposition 1. The policy Q� is a solution to the
problem defined in (1), i.e., it maximizes the average
system performance under the temporal fairness
constraint.

We first explain the policy Q�, which is helpful

to understand our proof of its optimality. We can

think of the parameter~vv� in (2) as an ‘‘offset’’ used

to satisfy the fairness requirement. To elaborate,
consider the case where we want to maximize the

overall performance without any QoS require-

ments. It is straightforward to show that we

should always choose the ‘‘best’’ user (i.e., the user

with the maximum performance value) to trans-

mit. In other words, Qð~UUÞ ¼ argmaxiUi. However,

such a scheme may be unfair to certain users.

Hence, to satisfy the fairness requirement, the
scheduling policy schedules the ‘‘relatively-best’’

user to transmit. User i is ‘‘relatively-best’’ if

Ui þ v�i P Uj þ v�j for all j. If v�i > 0, then user i is
an ‘‘unfortunate’’ user, i.e., the channel condition

it experiences is relatively poor. Hence, it has to

take advantage of some other users (e.g., users

with v�j ¼ 0) to satisfy its fairness requirement.

Thus, to maximize the overall system performance,
we can only give the ‘‘unfortunate’’ users the

amount of resource equivalent to their minimum

requirements. Last, when PfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ jg > rj for

user j, the user gets more than its minimum re-

quirement––this user cannot take advantage of

other users, i.e., v�j ¼ 0.

In summary, condition (a) above on v�i is for

normalization and condition (b) is the feasibility

requirement. Condition (c) is important to the

optimality of Q�. Its heuristic interpretation is that

a good user that gets more than its minimum re-

quirement cannot take advantage of other users.
The condition can also be explained in terms of

complementary slackness: if the constraint is not

active (i.e., the average performance of user i is
greater than its minimum requirement), then the

corresponding v�i (which can be interpreted as a

Lagrange multiplier) is zero.

Proof of Proposition 1. We now prove the opti-
mality of the policy Q�. Let Q be a policy satisfying

PfQð~UUÞ ¼ igP ri for all i. Also recall that v�i P 0.

Hence, we have

EðUQð~UUÞÞ6EðUQð~UUÞÞ þ
XN

i¼1
v�i ðPfQð~UUÞ ¼ ig 	 riÞ

¼ E
XN

i¼1
ðUi

 
þ v�i Þ1fQð~UUÞ¼ig

!
	
XN

i¼1
v�i ri:

Note that 1A is the indicator function of event A.
By the definition of Q�, we have

PN
i¼1 ðUi þ

v�i Þ1fQð~UUÞ¼ig 6
PN

i¼1 ðUi þ v�i Þ1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼ig. Thus,

E
XN

i¼1
ðUi

 
þ v�i Þ1fQð~UUÞ¼ig

!
6E

XN

i¼1
ðUi

 
þ v�i Þ1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼ig

!
:

Hence

EðUQð~UUÞÞ6E
XN

i¼1
ðUi

 
þ v�i Þ1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼ig

!
	
XN

i¼1
v�i ri

¼ EðUQ�ð~UUÞÞ þ
XN

i¼1
v�i ðPfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ ig 	 riÞ

¼ EðUQ�ð~UUÞÞ;

which completes the proof. �

The values of the v�i s are determined by the

distribution of ~UU and the values of the ris. In

practice, the distribution of ~UU is unknown, and

hence we need to estimate the parameters v�i .
Similarly, in the opportunistic scheduling schemes

discussed in Sections 4 and 5, there are also
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parameters that need to be estimated. In Section 8,

we explain how to use stochastic approximation

algorithms efficiently to estimate the values of

these parameters.

3.3. Independence across users

The policy Q� maximizes the average system

performance even if the users� performance values
are arbitrarily correlated, both in time and across

users. The following proposition establishes, under

a more restrictive assumption, that each user is

guaranteed a minimum-performance level––that of

a non-opportunistic policy. (Recall that a non-
opportunistic policy does not use information on

channel conditions to decide which user to trans-

mit.) The additional assumption here is that

channel conditions are independent across users.

Intuitively, this assumption provides a natural

scenario for opportunistic scheduling to provide

performance gains for individual users, as ex-

plained below.

Proposition 2. If the performance values Ui, i ¼
1; . . . ;N , are independent, then for all i

EðUi1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼igÞP PfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ igEðUiÞP riEðUiÞ:

An alternative statement of the above result is

EðUijQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ iÞP EðUiÞ:
A proof of this proposition directly follows the

proof of Proposition 2 in [12], and hence we omit it

here. Note that EðUi1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼igÞ is the average per-
formance value of user i using our opportunistic

scheduling policy, and PfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ igEðUiÞ is the
average performance of user i when using a non-

opportunistic scheduling scheme where PfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼
ig portion of the resource (i.e., time) is assigned to

user i.
The above proposition guarantees, assuming

the users� performance values are independent,

that the average performance of each user in our

opportunistic scheduling scheme will be no worse
than that of any non-opportunistic scheduling

scheme that allocates the same share of the re-

source to the user. Furthermore, each user gets a

guaranteed minimum performance of riEðUiÞ be-
cause PfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ igP ri. This result is intuitively

appealing. When a user is experiencing good

channel conditions, it has a higher chance to have

a maximum value of Ui þ v�i among all users, and

thus be chosen to transmit. When a user is expe-
riencing poor channel conditions, it has less op-

portunity to be the relatively-best user and thus to

be scheduled. Hence, a user tends to transmit more

often under favorable conditions, resulting in

performance improvement for each user. In this

sense, the opportunistic scheduling policy gives all

the users the chance to improve their expected

performance. Of course, different users may expe-
rience different levels of improvement. In general,

the larger the variability of a user�s performance
value, the greater the improvement.

4. Utilitarian fairness scheduling scheme

In the last section, we studied the opportunistic
scheduling problem with temporal fairness re-

quirements. In wireline networks, when a certain

amount of resource is assigned to a user, it is

equivalent to granting the user a certain amount of

throughput/performance value. However, the sit-

uation is different in wireless networks, where the

amount of resource and the performance value are

not directly related (though closely correlated).
Hence, in this section we describe an alternate

scheduling problem that would ensure that all us-

ers get at least a certain portion of the system

performance.

4.1. Problem formulation

Recall that EðUi1fQð~UUÞ¼igÞ is the average per-
formance value of user i using policy Q, and

EðUQð~UUÞÞ ¼
XN

i¼1
EðUi1fQð~UUÞ¼igÞ

is the overall performance of the system using

policy Q. Let ai be the minimum fraction of the

overall average performance required by user i,
where ai P 0 for all i, and

P
i ai 6 1. Then the
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optimal opportunistic scheduling problem based

on utilitarian fairness can be written as

maximize
Q2H

EðUQð~UUÞÞ
subject to EðUi1fQð~UUÞ¼igÞP aiEðUQð~UUÞÞ;

i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N ;

ð3Þ

where as before, H is the set of all stationary
policies. The ais are predetermined fairness para-

meters, and �0 :¼
P

i ai is a tuning parameter

(similar to � in Section 3)––the smaller its value,

the larger the opportunity to improve the system

performance.

The authors of [6] consider a special case of

the above opportunistic scheduling problem. Spe-

cifically, they consider maximizing the minimum
weighted performance of users (i.e., EðUi1fQð~UUÞ¼igÞ=
bi, where the bis are predetermined weights). This

is then equivalent to setting ai ¼ bi=
P

j bj in the

utilitarian fairness problem defined by (3). In this

case, because
P

i ai ¼ 1, all the inequality con-

straints are active for any feasible solution, i.e., the

inequality constraints are satisfied with equality.

This problem setting requires fairness in terms
of performance values, which, to some extent, par-

allels the concept of weighted fair queueing used in

wireline networks. The difference is that the overall

capacity here is not fixed; it depends on channel

conditions, the values of ai, and the scheduling

policy.

4.2. An optimal policy

Define the policy Q� as

Q�ð~UUÞ ¼ argmax
i

ððj þ m�i ÞUiÞ; ð4Þ

where j ¼ 1	
PN

i¼1 aim�i , and the m�i s are real pa-

rameters satisfying

(a) mini ðm�i Þ ¼ 0;

(b) for all i;EðUi1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼igÞP aiEðUQ�ð~UUÞÞ; and
(c) for all i if EðUi1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼igÞ > aiEðUQ�ð~UUÞÞ, then

m�i ¼ 0.

Proposition 3. The policy Q� in (4) is a solution to
the problem defined in (3), i.e., it maximizes the
average system performance under the utilitarian
fairness constraint.

Similar to~vv� in the last section, the parameter~mm�

in (3) can be considered a ‘‘scaling’’ used to satisfy

the utilitarian fairness constraint. The optimal

scheduling policy always chooses the relatively-

best user to transmit. In this case, the user i is rel-
atively-best if ðj þ m�i ÞUi ¼ maxj ðj þ m�j ÞUj, where
j is a constant for all users. As before, if m�i > 0,

then user i is an ‘‘unfortunate’’ user, and its av-

erage performance value equals the minimum re-

quirement, i.e., EðUi1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼igÞ ¼ aiEðUQ�ð~UUÞÞ.
Utilitarian scheduling schemes have certain

notable features. First, any policy Q that satisfies

the fairness constraint defined in (3) has the

property that

ai

1	 �0 þ aj
6

EðUi1fQð~UUÞ¼igÞ
EðUj1fQð~UUÞ¼jgÞ

6
1	 �0 þ ai

aj
;

for i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N . In other words, the utilitarian

fairness constraint controls the maximum dis-

crepancy of performance values among users.

Second, the constraint given in (3) ensures that

a user is given at least a certain share of the total

performance, and is hence more suitable in some

situations than the temporal fairness constraint
given by (1). However, there is also a significant

disadvantage of a utilitarian scheduling scheme: a

user experiencing poor channel conditions could

have a detrimental impact on the overall system

performance. By observing the constraint in (3),

we have EðUQð~UUÞÞ6EðUiÞ=ai. Hence, if a user is

experiencing very poor channel conditions [a very

small value of EðUiÞ] and has a large value of ai,
then it could compromise the overall system per-

formance significantly because a substantial por-

tion of the total time-slots may have to be

allocated to this user in order to meet its fairness

requirement. To alleviate this potential problem,

one can devise an adaptive thresholding strategy.

To elaborate, if

EðUi1fQð~UUÞ¼igÞ
PfQð~UUÞ ¼ igEðUQð~UUÞÞ

6 b;

where b is a predetermined threshold, then we

decrease the values of ai because user i cannot
utilize the scarce spectrum efficiently.

We have studied two different fairness criteria––

temporal and utilitarian fairness. In the temporal
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fairness scheme, users ‘‘interact’’ with each other

through resource sharing. Users� behaviors are

relatively isolated; i.e., given ri (the minimum time-

fraction assigned to user i), the achieved per-

formance of a user depends heavily on its own

performance values. A very poor user can at most
waste ri portion of the system resource. This is

different in utilitarian fairness schemes, where the

achieved performance values of users are heavily

correlated because each user shares a certain per-

centage of the overall performance.

5. Minimum-performance guarantee scheduling
scheme

Thus far, we have discussed two optimal

scheduling schemes that provide users with differ-

ent fairness guarantees. However, while they sat-

isfy a relative measure of performance (i.e.,

fairness), they do not consider any absolute mea-

sures. This motivates the study of a new category
of scheduling problems where QoS is defined in

terms of minimum-performance guarantees. To

elaborate, the objective is to maximize the average

system performance subject to meeting each user�s
minimum-performance requirement.

5.1. Problem formulation

Suppose that each user has a minimum-perfor-

mance requirement Ci, and the vector ~CC ¼
fC1;C2; . . . ;CNg is the requirement vector. The

problem to maximize the system performance

while satisfying each user�s minimum requirement

is stated as

maximize
Q2H

EðUQð~UUÞÞ
subject to EðUi1fQð~UUÞ¼igÞP Ci; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N ;

ð5Þ
where, as before, H is the set of all stationary

policies. Consideration of this problem raises

two questions. (i) Is ~CC a feasible requirement vec-

tor, i.e., does there exist a policy Q such that

EðUi1fQð~UUÞ¼igÞP Ci for all i? (ii) If ~CC is a feasible

requirement vector, which policy maximizes the

overall performance under the given QoS re-

quirement?

Unlike in our previous two problems, the QoS

constraint in this problem is defined as a mini-

mum-performance requirement instead of a fair-

ness requirement. Hence, the formulation here

offers users a more ‘‘direct’’ service guarantee. For

example, if the performance measure is defined as
the data-rate, then each user is guaranteed a

minimum data-rate, which may be more important

to a user than knowing that a minimum amount of

resource will be assigned to it. While appealing to

users, providing minimum-performance guaran-

tees can be quite difficult in practice because of the

feasibility issue––can the system satisfy the per-

formance requirements for all users? Note that
feasibility is not a concern in the fairness-based

constraints. In the temporal-fairness scheduling

problem defined in (1), as long as
P

i ri 6 1, the

system is feasible. In the utilitarian fairness

scheduling problem defined in (3),
P

i ai 6 1 is the

feasibility constraint. Both of them are easy to

verify. However, there is no easy way, in general,

to determine whether a given ~CC is feasible or not.
We discuss this issue in more detail in Section 5.3.

There are, however, some natural settings where

feasibility is not a problem. For example, suppose

Ci ¼ qiEðUiÞ, where qi P 0 for all i and
P

qi 6 1.

Such a setting can be satisfied by a non-opportu-

nistic scheduling policy in which user i is chosen to
transmit in a given time-slot with probability qi. It

is hence also feasible for opportunistic scheduling
policies.

5.2. An optimal policy

We present an optimal scheduling policy as-

suming feasibility in this section, and then discuss

the feasibility problem in Section 5.3. Suppose
~CC ¼ fC1;C2; . . . ;CNg is feasible. We define the
policy Q� by

Q�ð~UUÞ ¼ argmax
i

ða�
i UiÞ; ð6Þ

where the a�
i s are real parameters satisfying

(a) mini ða�
i Þ ¼ 1;

(b) for all i;EðUi1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼igÞP Ci; and

(c) for all i if EðUi1fQ�ð~UUÞ¼igÞ > Ci, then a�
i ¼ 1.
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Proposition 4. The policy Q� defined in (6) is a so-
lution to the problem defined in (5), i.e., it maxi-
mizes the average system performance under the
minimum-performance constraint.

The parameter ~aa ‘‘scales’’ the performance val-

ues of users, and the scheduling policy schedules

the relatively-best user, where user i is relatively-
best if a�

i Ui ¼ maxj a�
jUj. If the scaling factor for a

user is larger than 1, then the user is an ‘‘unfor-

tunate’’ user, and it is granted only an average

performance value that equals its minimum-per-

formance requirement.
Our opportunistic scheduling policy dominates

non-opportunistic policies in the following sense.

Consider a non-opportunistic scheduling policy in

which user i shares a portion qi of the resource

(time-slots), where
P

i qi ¼ 1, and user i gets an

average performance value qiEðUiÞ. Let

Ci ¼ qiEðUiÞ for all i. Then ~CC is feasible, and the

opportunistic scheduling policy always provides
‘‘no-worse’’ performance values for each user rel-

ative to that of the non-opportunistic scheduling

policy, assuming that the signaling cost is negligi-

ble.

In [2,3], the authors study scheduling algo-

rithms where both delay and channel conditions

are taken into account. Roughly speaking, the al-

gorithm is: argmaxbiWiti, where Wi is the head-of-
the-line packet delay for queue i; ti is the channel
capacity, and bi is some constant. Furthermore,

the authors of [2] state the following result (as-

suming there is a finite set of channel states): to

maximize the system throughput with minimum-

throughput requirements, there exists some con-

stant ci such that one should choose a user with the

maximum value of citi. In these papers, however,
there is no discussion on how to obtain the cis,

how to break ties, or how feasibility plays a role.

These issues are addressed in this paper.

It turns out that a scheduling policy of the form

of Q�ð~UUÞ ¼ argmaxaiUi (as in (6)) is optimal for

other types of scheduling problems as well. For

example, the optimal utilitarian policy defined in

(4) is in this form (i.e., ai ¼ j þ m�i ). Moreover,
consider a class of scheduling problems without

explicit constraints. Let ui be the data rate of user i
at a generic time-slot (an example of the perfor-

mance value), and let ~uu ¼ ðu1; . . . ; uNÞ. Then, the
average data rate of user i using policy Q; tiðQÞ, is
given by tiðQÞ ¼ Eðui1fQð~uuÞ¼igÞ: Suppose fiðxÞ is a

monotonically increasing function of x, represent-
ing the utility of user i given data-rate x. The
problem is to find a policy that maximizes the
overall system utility

maximize
Q

X
i

fiðtiðQÞÞ: ð7Þ

Then following Proposition 4, an optimal policy
Q� with respect to (7) is Q�ð~uuÞ ¼ argmaxiðaiuiÞ,
where ~aa is a set of parameters that depend on the

functions fi and distribution functions of Ui. Dif-

ferent scheduling policies will result from different

choices of the function fi. Some examples are

provided next.

The first example is when fiðxÞ ¼ logðxÞ and

ai ¼ 1=Eðui1fQð~uuÞ¼igÞ, which result in the well-
known proportional-fairness scheduling algorithm

described in [8]. The second example is to maxi-

mize the overall throughput where fiðxÞ ¼ x. It is
obvious that~aa ¼ ½1; 1; . . . ; 1 is the solution to this

problem, i.e., we always choose the user with the

highest data-rate to transmit. The last example is

our scheduling problem with minimum-through-

put guarantees. In this case,

fiðxÞ ¼
	1 if x < Ci;

x if x P Ci;

�

and an appropriate ~aa is given in Section 5.2. In

summary, the solution to a very large group of

opportunistic scheduling problems is in the form

of Q�ð~UUÞ ¼ argmaxaiUi.

5.3. Feasibility

The ability to provide a specific performance

guarantee is an advantage of the minimum-per-

formance guarantee scheme. However, the issues

of feasibility has to be carefully investigated. We

define the feasibility region of a policy Q as the set
of requirement vectors that are feasible under the

policy Q. Next, we discuss briefly the feasibility

problem and how to determine the feasibility re-

gion of our scheduling policy.
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Proposition 5. The feasible region of our opportu-
nistic scheduling policy is convex and contains the
feasibility regions of all policies.

A proof is attached in Appendix A. The feasi-

bility region of our scheduling policy is determined
by the distribution of ~UU . In general, there is no

closed-form expression for the feasibility region

even if the distribution function of ~UU is known.

The distribution of ~UU depends on the user�s
channel condition, its mobility, and the form of

the performance value function. It is practically

impossible to know the distribution of ~UU a priori

in the system. Hence, we estimate the feasibility
region using sample paths, i.e., the sequence of

fUk
i g. Convexity is an important feature in deter-

mining whether a requirement vector is feasible.

The feasibility region is a subset of N -dimen-

sional space, where N is the number of users in the

system. The vertex on the ith axis is ½0; 0; . . . ;
EðUiÞ; . . . ; 0, which is shared by both opportu-

nistic and non-opportunistic scheduling policies.
These N vertices span an ðN 	 1Þ-dimensional

hyperplane. Any non-negative vector below this

hyperplane is a feasible requirement vector for a

non-opportunistic scheduling policy.

The feasibility region of the opportunistic

scheduling policy contains the feasibility region of

any non-opportunistic scheduling policy. Consider

a policy Q~aað~UUÞ ¼ argmaxiðaiUiÞ, where 06
ai < 1. By choosing a value for the vector ~aa, we
obtain an average performance vector that deter-

mines one point on the boundary of the feasibility

region. By varying the values of~aa, we can trace the
boundary of the feasibility region. For example, if

we set ~aa ¼ ½1; 1; . . . ; 1, then we get the average

performance vector representing the maximum

performance the system can obtain. By using dif-
ferent values of ~aa, we get different average per-

formance vectors, resulting in different points in

the N -dimensional space. These points, along with

the N vertices in the N axes, span an N -dimen-

sional surface. Because the feasibility region is

convex, any non-negative vector under this surface

is feasible. If we choose more values of ~aa, we get
more points on the boundary of the feasibility
region, and thus we get a closer approximation to

the actual feasibility set.

Fig. 1 illustrates the feasibility region for two

users. The two vertices on the two axes correspond

to the two extreme cases that all the resource is

assigned to one user. The area between the low-
ermost straight line (a 1-dimensional ‘‘plane’’) and

the two axes is the feasibility region of non-

opportunistic scheduling policies. The area between

the uppermost dashed curve and the two axes is

the feasibility region of our opportunistic sched-

uling policy, where the uppermost dashed curve is

drawn using a large number of different ~aa values.

The solid curve in the middle is an approximation
of the boundary of the feasibility region with three

different ~aa values. This illustrates how we can ob-

tain reasonable estimates of the feasibility region

via measurement data.

Let us consider the cases when the set of (active)

users changes in the cell. First, if a user leaves the

system, we simply collapse the feasibility set from

N dimensions to N 	 1 dimensions by removing
the axis of the leaving user. Second, suppose that a

new user joins the system, and we do not have any

information on the user except its average per-

formance value EðUNþ1Þ. (Note that we may be

able to obtain the information on EðUNþ1Þ during
the admission control process by measuring the

signal strength of the user for a short period of

time.) We can connect all the points on the surface
of the feasibility set for the original N users with

the new vertex on the ðN þ 1Þth axis, and construct
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Fig. 1. The feasible region of two users.
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a surface in N þ 1 dimensions. Due to the con-

vexity, any non-negative N þ 1 dimensional vector

under the new surface is feasible.

Compared with non-opportunistic schedulers,

opportunistic schedulers enlarge the feasible re-

gion/capacity. Hence, the system may accommo-
date more users. Moreover, the system can

improve users� service quality, in terms of higher

performance and/or lower degradation probabil-

ity, when the same users are admitted as in a non-

opportunistic scheduling scheme.

6. Characteristics of optimal policies

In this section, we first discuss the characteris-

tics of the various scheduling schemes studied in

this paper. We then study the system performance

when the number of users (sharing the same

channel) increases, and give a ‘‘tight’’ upperbound

for it.

6.1. General characteristics

We have presented a framework for opportu-

nistic scheduling and studied three classes of

scheduling problems under the framework. These

scheduling problems share a common goal: to

improve the spectrum efficiency while maintaining

certain levels of QoS for each user using oppor-
tunistic scheduling algorithms. The solutions to

these scheduling problems also have certain simi-

larities––all the schemes choose the ‘‘relatively-

best’’ user to transmit. Although ‘‘relatively-best’’

has a different meaning for each scheduling policy,

the basic idea is to use an offset or a scaling to

satisfy the QoS requirements for users. If a user is

‘‘unfortunate’’, i.e., it has to take advantage of
other users to satisfy its QoS requirement (in terms

of fairness or performance value), then the user

does not get more than its minimum requirement.

This is done to maximize the system performance

under the given constraints. In general, the larger

the number of users sharing the same channel, or

the larger the variance of ~UU , the larger the ‘‘op-

portunistic’’ scheduling gain compared with non-
opportunistic scheduling policies. Furthermore,

the more restrictive the QoS constraint, the less the

flexibility for opportunistic scheduling decisions,

and the lower the system performance gain.

In this paper, we consider fairness from two

different aspects: temporal fairness and utilitarian

fairness. Max–min fairness [5] can be considered a
special case of the fairness requirement presented

here. The intuitive notion of max–min fairness is

that any user is entitled to as much performance/

resource as any other user. Max–min fairness can

be applied in two different ways. First, if we apply

max–min fairness to the utilitarian fairness

scheduling scheme, then the system should maxi-

mize the minimum performance of the users. This
is equivalent to setting ai ¼ 1=N for all i in (3) (N is

the number of users sharing the same channel).

Specifically, each user obtains the same perfor-

mance value, and the system maximizes it. Second,

if max–min fairness is applied to the temporal

fairness scheduling scheme, then we have ri ¼ 1=N
for all i in (1), i.e., each user is granted to the same
amount of resource.

As mentioned earlier, feasibility is not a concern

in the scheduling problems with fairness require-

ments. The feasibility issue only arises in the

problem with minimum-performance require-

ments.

The scheduling schemes with temporal fairness

requirements or minimum-performance require-

ments can guarantee that the performance of each
user is at least as good as that of the corresponding

user in any non-opportunistic scheduling scheme

(under independence assumptions). This desirable

property cannot be guaranteed for scheduling

schemes with utilitarian fairness requirements.

Different schemes may be suitable for different

scenarios. For example, if the service provider

wants to build a simple wireless network with
pricing, the temporal fairness scheduling scheme is

a reasonable choice. The temporal fairness sched-

uling scheme is simple and flexible without feasi-

bility concerns. The amount of resource consumed

by a user determines the minimum performance

the user gets (with technical assumptions, see

Proposition 2). The resource consumed by a user

can be connected directly with the price the user
should pay. On the other hand, the minimum-

performance guarantee scheme provides users a
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direct performance assurance, but involves the

additional complication of feasibility. If the service

provider wants to build a network that provides

data-rate guarantees, then this scheme is an ap-

propriate choice. However, in practice, the feasi-

bility issue may be difficult to handle, especially in
a wireless setting, and providing service perfor-

mance guarantees is challenging in both wireless

and wireline networks.

It should be noted that our framework for op-

portunistic scheduling can also cover cases where

there are different constraints from different users.

For example, some users may have resource re-

quirements while other users can have a minimum-
performance requirements. In such scenarios,

similar optimal solutions can be provided under

our framework using similar optimization tech-

niques.

Last, we should note that the problem formu-

lations, the objectives, and the constraints are

expressed in terms of expectation, which is a long-

term performance measure. There is no guarantee
of short-term performance. In [12], we discuss an

extension to improve short-term performance, and

a similar process can be used here with all the

scheduling schemes. The basic idea is to increase a

user�s probability of transmission when it is behind
in its share. In [7] and references therein, various

short-term performance measure are proposed for

systems using two-state Markov channel models.
Some of the ideas may be extended to more

general wireless systems. For example, a heuristic

short-term performance requirement is that a

user�s performance during a fixed time window

is not smaller than the performance it would

have in a round-robin policy. In general, when

users� performance values have strong correla-

tion across time, the short-term performance is
poor. The stricter the short-term performance re-

quirement, the lower the opportunity to exploit

time-varying channel conditions, and the less the

performance improvements. Thus, there is a need

for general short-term fairness criteria tailored to

wireless networks and dealing with the short-term

performance in depth. We also refer interested

readers to [2,3,17,18] where queueing delays are
considered and [1] where real-time scheduling is

considered.

6.2. Asymptotic performance bound

In this section, we study the asymptotic be-

havior of opportunistic scheduling schemes. To

illustrate our approach consider first the greedy
scheduling policy Qð~UUÞ ¼ argmaxiUi. This policy

always chooses the best user to transmit, and thus

achieves the highest system performance among all
scheduling policies. Let

ZN ¼ UQð~UUÞ ¼ max
i¼1;...;N

Ui; ð8Þ

where N is the number of users. Then EðZN Þ is the
average system performance of policy Q, the

maximum among all scheduling policies. Note that

EðZN Þ is a tight upperbound on the performance of
all the opportunistic scheduling schemes (tight in

the sense that there are scheduling schemes that

come arbitrarily close to the bound, and there exist

degenerate cases where the optimal scheme is the

greedy scheme and hence achieves the bound). For
example, if the Uis are i.i.d. (independent and

identically distributed) and ai ¼ aj for all i and j in
the temporal fairness scheduling scheme, then

Qð~UUÞ ¼ argmaxiUi is an optimal solution. Another

example is that when ai ¼ 0 (Ci ¼ 0) for all i, the
greedy algorithm is an optimal solution in

the utilitarian fairness (minimum-performance

guarantee) scheme. From (8), it is obvious that
ZNþ1 P ZN , i.e, the average system performance

increases as the number of users competing for the

same channel increases. But how fast can EðZN Þ
increase? The following result gives us an upper-

bound.

Proposition 6. Suppose that EðjUijÞ6C < 1 for
all i. Then

EðZN Þ ¼ OðNÞ; ð9Þ
and OðNÞ is a ‘‘tight’’ bound in the following sense:
for any � > 0, there exists a sequence of identically
distributed random variables fUig such that

lim
N!1

EðZN Þ
N 1	�

¼ 1:

A proof of this proposition is provided in Ap-
pendix B. By studying the asymptotic behavior of

EðZN Þ, we obtain insights on the potential (limit) of
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opportunistic scheduling algorithms. As presented

in the proposition, EðZNÞ grows at most as fast as
OðNÞ, and OðNÞ is a ‘‘tight bound’’ in the sense

that there exists sequences of random variables

that can reach this bound arbitrarily closely. Of

course, the behavior of EðZN Þ is different when the
Uis have different distribution functions.

We next illustrate the maximum achievable

performance in opportunistic scheduling schemes

for various Ui. For simplicity, in each case, we

assume that the Uis are i.i.d. random variables.

Note that any non-opportunistic scheduling

scheme obtains a system performance value of

EðUÞ, which is not affected by the number of users
in the system, where U is a random variable with

the same distribution as Ui. We define the ratio

GN ¼ EðZN Þ=EðUÞ to illustrate the performance

gain of an opportunistic scheduling scheme over

that of non-opportunistic ones.

• If Ui is uniformly distributed over an interval ½a;
b, then limN!1 EðZN Þ ¼ b, and limN!1 GN ¼ 2.

• If Ui is exponentially distributed with mean h,
then EðZN Þ ¼ hð1þ

PN	1
i¼1 1=iÞ. Hence, limN!1

GN= logN ¼ 1 (also shown in [20]).

• Let

F ðuÞ ¼ 1	 1=ua; uP 1

0; u < 1

�

and a > 1. Then EðUÞ ¼ 1=ða 	 1Þ < 1, and

limN!1 EðZN Þ=N 1=a ¼ E0, where E0 ¼
R1
0
1	

expð	x	aÞdx. We have limN!1 GN=N 1=a ¼
E0ða 	 1Þ, and EðZN Þ gets close to the bound

OðNÞ as a decreases (a > 1).

In [20], the authors give an asymptotic closed-

form performance distribution for i.i.d. sequences

whose probability distribution functions satisfy

certain conditions, e.g., distributions with expo-

nential tails. Although our result is not in
closed form, it also does not require the i.i.d. as-

sumption and applies to all distributions with fi-

nite means.

In general, the scheduling gain increases as the

number of users increases. However, the normal-

ized scheduling gain (scheduling gain over number

of users) decreases with increasing numbers of

users. For example, if the Uis are i.i.d. with expo-

nential distribution, then the scheduling gain is

OðlogðNÞÞ. On the other hand, the signaling cost

per user remains the same. In this case, it is a

question of practical importance to decide the op-

timal number of users sharing a same channel.

7. Beyond stationary policies

In the previous problem formulations we con-

sider only stationary policies. In this section, we

use the temporal fairness scheduling problem as an

example to show how to extend our results to more

general cases, taking into account non-stationary
policies. Similar extensions apply to the problems

studied in Sections 4 and 5.

Let Q be a general policy whose value at time k
may depend on the entire performance-vector se-

quence U and the time k. We write Qk ¼ QðU; kÞ.
At time k, the policy Q can depend not only on the

value of ~UUk, but also on past and future values of

the performance values. This expands the class of
policies being considered to the most general

possible, including non-causal policies. Here, we

dispense with specific probabilistic assumptions on

the process U––instead, we treat U simply as a

sequence.

Fix the sequence U. Let

F K
i ðQÞ ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1
Uk

i 1fQk¼ig; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N ;

RK
i ðQÞ ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1
1fQk¼ig; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N :

So F K
i ðQÞ is the average performance value of user

i up to time K, and RK
i ðQÞ is the average resource

consumption of user i up to time K. Let

F KðQÞ ¼
XN

i¼1
F K

i ðQÞ;

i.e., F KðQÞ is the average system performance up

to time K. We define

F ðQÞ ¼ lim sup
K!1

F KðQÞ;

which is the asymptotic best-case system perfor-

mance of policy Q.
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In this setting, we express our policy Q� as fol-

lows:

Q�ð~UUkÞ ¼ argmax
i

ðUk
i þ v�i Þ; ð10Þ

where the v�i s are chosen such that

(a) mini ðv�i Þ ¼ 0;

(b) for all i, lim infK!1 RK
i ðQ�ÞP ri; and

(c) for all i, if lim infK!1 RK
i ðQ�Þ > ri, then v�i ¼ 0.

Let �HH be the set of all scheduling policies (in-

cluding arbitrary non-stationary and non-causal

policies). The temporal scheduling problem is

formulated as

maximize
Q2 �HH

F ðQÞ

subject to lim inf
K!1

RK
i ðQÞP ri; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N :

ð11Þ

Proposition 7. If limK!1 RK
i ðQ�Þ exists for all i for

the Q� defined in (10), then the policy Q� is a solu-
tion to the problem defined in (11).

Before we prove the above proposition, we first

explain its significance under various scenarios.

• Suppose that f~UUk; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .g is stationary

and ergodic. Because Q� is a stationary policy,

RK
i ðQ�Þ and F K

i ðQ�Þ converge to a constant al-
most surely. Thus, Q� is a solution to the prob-

lem defined in (11). Furthermore, we have

lim inf
K!1

F KðQ�Þ ¼ lim sup
K!1

F KðQ�Þ: ð12Þ

This equation is critical. It states the important

fact that the asymptotic worst-case system per-
formance of our policy Q� (lim infK!1 F KðQ�Þ)
is the same as its asymptotic best-case system

performance (lim supK!1 F KðQ�Þ). Thus, the

worst-case performance of Q� asymptotically

bounds the best-case system performance of an

arbitrary policy that satisfies the temporal fair-

ness constraint.

• Suppose again that f~UUk; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .g is station-
ary and ergodic. Then many policies have the

property that F K
i ðQÞ and RK

i ðQÞ converge (to a

random variable almost surely). Examples of

such policies are stationary policies and periodic

policies. However, there may also exist policies

such that

lim sup
K!1

F K
i ðQÞ > lim inf

K!1
F K

i ðQÞ:

In this case, even if the policy Q is a solution to

the problem defined in (11), it may not be a

‘‘good’’ solution because only its asymptotic
best-case performance dominates that of others.

On the contrary, the asymptotic worst-case
performance of our Q� dominates the asymp-

totic best-case performance of others.

• The proposition holds without the assumption

that f~UUk; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .g is stationary and ergodic.
However, in this case, we may not be able to es-

timate the parameters (v�i ) used in Q�, and thus
the result may not be practically useful.

• In Section 9, we use the round-robin policy as an

example of a non-opportunistic policy for com-

parison. To be specific, round-robin is a non-sta-

tionary non-opportunistic scheduling policy. If

f~UUk; k ¼ 1; 2; . . .g is stationary and ergodic, then
the expectation of the long-term average of the

performance value of a round-robin policy is
equivalent to that of a non-opportunistic policy.

Proof of Proposition 7. If
PN

i¼1 v�i ¼ 0, then v�i ¼ 0

for all i. In this case, Q� always chooses the user

with the maximum performance value to transmit,

and thus the result is trivial. Henceforth, we con-

sider the case where
PN

i¼1 v�i > 0.
Fix � > 0, and consider an arbitrary policy Q

that satisfies the fairness constraints; i.e.,

lim infK!1 RK
i ðQÞP ri for all i. Then, there exists

L1 such that for any K > L1, we have

RK
i ðQÞ > ri 	

�

2
PN

i¼1 v�i
; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N :

Because of the hypothesis that limK!1 RK
i ðQ�Þ ex-

ists and by condition (c) above (on the v�i s), we
have

v�i lim
K!1

RK
i ðQ�Þ

�
	 ri

�
¼ 0

for all i. Hence, there exists L > L1, such that for

K > L, we have
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jv�i ðRK
i ðQ�Þ 	 riÞj <

�

2N

for all i. Then for K > L, we have

F KðQÞ6 F KðQÞ þ
XN

i¼1
v�i RK

i ðQÞ
 

	 ri þ
�

2
PN

i¼1 v�i

!

¼
XN

i¼1

1

K

XK

k¼1
ðUk

i þ v�i Þ1fQk¼ig 	
XN

i¼1
v�i ri þ

�

2
:

By the definition of Q�, we have

XN

i¼1
ðUk

i þ v�i Þ1fQk¼ig 6
XN

i¼1
ðUk

i þ v�i Þ1fQ�ð~UUkÞ¼ig:

Thus,

F KðQÞ6
XN

i¼1

1

K

XK

k¼1
ðUk

i þ v�i Þ1fQ�ð~UUkÞ¼ig

	
XN

i¼1
v�i ri þ

�

2

¼ F KðQ�Þ þ
XN

i¼1
v�i ðRK

i ðQ�Þ 	 riÞ þ
�

2

6 F KðQ�Þ þ �:

Because � is chosen arbitrarily, we have

lim sup
K!1

F KðQÞ6 lim sup
K!1

F KðQ�Þ;

which completes the proof. �

8. Implementation

The opportunistic scheduling policies described
in previous sections all involve some parameters

that need to be estimated online. For example, the

temporal fairness scheduling policy is given by

Q�ð~UUÞ ¼ argmaxiðUi þ v�i Þ, where the v�i s are para-
meters determined by the distribution of ~UU and

values of the ris. In practice, this distribution is a

priori unknown, and hence we need to estimate the

parameters v�i s. In this section, we use the temporal
fairness scheduling scheme as an example to de-

scribe briefly how to estimate these parameters

efficiently via stochastic approximation tech-

niques. Similar parameter estimation algorithms

can be used for the other scheduling schemes. The

algorithm is similar to the one in [12], and thus we

focus on the difference caused by the fact that the

problems studied in this paper have inequality

constraints instead of equality constraints. We

refer readers to [10,21] for a systematic and rig-

orous study of stochastic approximation algo-
rithms. Note that the authors in [2,3] do not

provide any algorithm to estimate their para-

meters. Further, the adaptive algorithm given in

[6] cannot be implemented directly here because it

involves equality constraints instead of the more

general inequality constraints studied in Section 4.

To use a stochastic approximation algorithm to

estimate ~vv�, recall from Section 3.2 that~vv� is cho-
sen to satisfy the following condition: for any user

i, if v�i > minj v�j , then PfQ�ð~UUÞ ¼ ig ¼ ri. Hence,

we can write~vv� as a root of the equation f ð~vvÞ ¼ 0,

where the ith component of f ð~vvÞ is given by

fið~vvÞ ¼ ðvi 	min
j

ðvjÞÞðPfQð~UUÞ ¼ ig 	 riÞ;

i ¼ 1; . . . ;N :

Next, we use a stochastic approximation algo-

rithm to generate a sequence of iterates ~vv1;~vv2; . . .
that represent estimates of ~vv�. Each ~vvk defines a

policy Qk given by Qkð~UUÞ ¼ argmaxiðUi þ vk
i Þ. To

construct the stochastic approximation algorithm,

we need an estimate gk of f ð~vvkÞ. Although we

cannot obtain f ð~vvkÞ directly, we have a noisy ob-

servation of its components

gk
i ¼ ðvk

i 	min
j

ðvk
j ÞÞð1fQkð~UUÞ¼ig 	 riÞ;

i ¼ 1; . . . ;N 	 1:

The observation error in this case is

ek
i ¼ gk

i 	 fið~vvkÞ
¼ ðvk

i 	min
j

ðvk
j ÞÞð1fQkð~UUÞ¼ig 	 PfQkð~UUÞ ¼ igÞ;

and thus we have Eðek
i Þ ¼ 0. Hence, we can use a

stochastic approximation algorithm of the form

vkþ1
i ¼ vk

i 	 dkgk
i ; ð13Þ

where e.g., dk ¼ 1=k.
When vk

i ¼ minj vk
j , we also need to ensure that

PfQkð~UUÞ ¼ igP ri. If PfQkð~UUÞ ¼ ig < ri, then~vvk is

an infeasible parameter vector, which causes some

fairness constraint to be violated. To ensure that
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fvk
i g converges to v�i , we should project~vvk onto the

feasible set of ~vv�s. However, because we do not

have knowledge of the distribution of ~UU , it is very

difficult to find the exact projection. Hence, we use

the following intuitive algorithm as a projection.

It is easy to see that PfQð~UUÞ ¼ ig is an in-
creasing function of vi. Hence, if vi ¼ minj vj and

PfQð~UUÞ ¼ ig < ri, then we increase the value of vi

to increase the value of PfQð~UUÞ ¼ ig, as a pro-

jection to the feasible set. Although we do not

know the value of PfQð~UUÞ ¼ ig, we can estimate it
by a moving average. Let pk

i be the estimate of

PfQkð~UUÞ ¼ ig. We update pk
i in each time-slot by

pk
i ¼ ð1	 wÞpk	1

i þ w1fQkð~UUÞ¼ig; ð14Þ

where w is a constant, indicating how fast pk
i tracks

PfQkð~UUÞ ¼ ig. If pk
i < ri and vk

i ¼ minj vk
j , then we

update vk
i as

vkþ1
i ¼ vk

i þ D; ð15Þ

where D is a positive constant. By doing this, we

push~vvk towards the feasible set of~vv�s. We show via

simulations that this approach works well. Last,

note that there may be a need for tie-breaking (i.e.,

Uk þ v�k ¼ Uj þ v�j ¼ maxUi þ v�i ); we refer readers
to [12] for a discussion on this issue.

9. Simulation results

In this section, we present numerical results

from computer simulations of our scheduling

schemes. For the purpose of comparison, we also
simulate two special scheduling policies. The first

is round-robin, a non-opportunistic scheduling

policy that schedules (active) users following a

predetermined order. This scheduling scheme

serves as a benchmark of the system performance

in order to measure how much gain the system can

obtain using opportunistic scheduling policies. The

second is a greedy scheduling scheme that always
selects the user with the maximum performance at

a generic time-slot to transmit. This greedy policy

will in general violate the QoS/fairness require-

ments, but provides an upperbound on the system

performance as explained earlier in Section 6.2,

and is used here to indicate the tradeoff between

the QoS required by individual users and the

overall system performance. In general, the looser

the requirements, the better the overall perfor-

mance.

We first describe our simulation model of a
cellular system, as well as our simulation proce-

dures. We then show the simulation results for

each scheduling policy using the cellular model.

9.1. Cellular model

We consider a multi-cell system consisting of a

center hexagonal cell surrounded by hexagonal
cells of the same size. A base station is at the center

of each cell, and simple omni-directional antennas

are used by mobiles and base stations. We focus on

the performance of the downlink of the center cell.

The frequency reuse factor is three, and the co-

channel interference from the six closest neigh-

boring cells are taken into account. We assume

that each cell has a fixed number of frequency
bands. We focus on one frequency band, which is

shared by 10 users in the central cell. The users

have exponentially distributed ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’

periods.

Users move with random speed and direction in

the cell. They perceive time-varying and location-

dependent channel gains. The channel gains of the

users are mutually independent random processes
determined by the sum of two terms: one due to

path (distance) loss and the other due to shadow-

ing. We adopt the path-loss model (Lee�s model)
and the slow log-normal shadowing model in [19].

We ignore fast fading in the simulations except

when explicitly explained. The mobility model, the

propagation model, and the parameters of the

simulation are discussed in detail in [11].
Fig. 2 shows the forms of the performance

values used by different users (there are 10 users in

the system). The performance values of users 1, 5,

and 8 are step-functions of SINR. The perfor-

mance values of users 2, 6, and 9 are linear func-

tions of SINR (in dB). Users 3, 4, 7, and 10 have

performance values that are S-shape functions of

SINR. Here we assume that users always have
enough information to transmit when they are

‘‘on’’.
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The 10 users are divided into three ‘‘distance’’

groups. Specifically, when a user becomes active,
its distance from the base station is fixed, de-

pending on which group it belongs to. Users 1–4

belong to the ‘‘far’’ group, i.e., when the user be-

comes active, its distance from the base station is

0.9R, where R is the radius of the cell. Users 5–7

belong to the ‘‘middle’’ group; their starting dis-

tance from the base station is 0.5R. Users 8–10

belong to the ‘‘near’’ group with a starting distance
of 0.2R. When the user is active, it moves around

in the cell freely and randomly. However, a user in

the ‘‘near’’ group has a much higher chance to be

close to the base station than a user in the ‘‘far’’

group. Hence, we can study how the distance from

the base station affects the users� performances
under different scheduling schemes.

In the following paragraph, we describe the
simulation procedure for the temporal fairness

scheduling scheme. The other scheduling schemes

follow the same simulation procedure, except for

the details in steps 3 and 7. At the beginning of the

simulation, we set the initial value of the parame-

ter:~vv1 ¼~00.
We maintain an ordered list of users in the

system for the round-robin scheduling scheme. Let
N be the number of active users. At each time-slot

k ¼ 1; 2; . . ., the following steps are simulated:

(1) If user i is active, we generate Uk
i . In our sim-

ulation, each user�s performance value is a spe-

cific function of its SINR, as shown in Fig. 2.

Each user measures the received power

level from the central base station, and the

interference power level received from neigh-

boring cells. We assume perfect measurement
in all the simulations unless otherwise speci-

fied. Based on these measurements, the

user calculates the SINR, and thus the corre-

sponding performance value as a function of

SINR.

(2) Active users transmit their values of Uk
i to the

base station through a signaling channel.

(3) Based on the vector of performance values ~UUk,
the base station decides which user to schedule

in the time-slot: Qkð~UUkÞ ¼ argmaxiðUk
i þ vk

i Þ:
(4) If user j ¼ Qkð~UUkÞ is the selected user, then the

base station transmits to user j in the time-slot

k. The system receives a performance ‘‘re-

ward’’ equal to the performance value Uk
j .

(5) In the round-robin scheduling scheme, we set J
to be the index of the next active user in our
ordered list of users, and let user J transmit.

The system receives a performance ‘‘reward’’

equal to the performance value Uk
J of user J .

(6) In the greedy scheduling scheme, we select the

user I that has the maximum performance

value, and let it transmit. The system receives

a ‘‘reward’’ Uk
I .

(7) The base station updates the parameters used
in the scheduling policy for all active users as

described in Section 8. We set dk ¼ 0:01 in

(13) to track changes in the system because

we are simulating a system that is not station-

ary in general. The larger the value of dk, the

faster the estimated parameter tracks the ac-

tual value of the parameter (e.g., vk
i tracks

v�i ), but at the same time the larger the fluctu-
ation of the estimated parameter. We set

w ¼ 0:001 in (14), and D ¼ 0:02 in (15) in the

simulation.

The system performs the above procedure at

every time-slot. Whenever the number of active

users changes, the base station may need to update

the QoS/fairness requirement, and the value of the
parameters (~vvk) at that time is used as the initial

value of the online parameter estimation proce-

dure in the new system state.
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Fig. 2. Users� performance values as a function of SINR.
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9.2. Temporal fairness scheme

In this scheduling scheme, each user is entitled

to a minimum portion of the resource. For our

simulation, we set all users to have the same
minimum resource requirement. Specifically, if N
is the number of active users sharing the channel in

the central cell, then each active user has a re-

source requirement ri ¼ 1=ðN þ 3Þ. In this case,P
i2A ri ¼ N=ðN þ 3Þ < 1, where A is the set of

active users. Hence, the system has the freedom to

assign a portion of the resource [3=ðN þ 3Þ] to
some ‘‘fortunate’’ users (beyond their minimum
requirements) to further improve the system per-

formance, as discussed earlier.

Figs 3 and 4 show the results of our simulation

experiments. In both figures, the x-axis represents
the users� IDs. In Fig. 3, the y-axis represents the
portion of resource each user gets in the different

scheduling policies. The first bar is the result of

round-robin, where the resource is equally shared
by all active users. Note that the amounts of re-

source consumed by different users may not be

equal because different users are active at different

times. The second bar shows the minimum re-

quirements of users, while the third bar shows the

portion of resource used by users in our temporal

fairness scheduling scheme. The third bar is higher

than the second bar for all the users, which indi-

cates that our scheduling policy satisfies the fair-

ness requirements of all users. Users 9 and 10 are

the ‘‘fortunate’’ users in the system because they

are most likely to be close to the base station and
have large performance values. Thus, they get a

much larger share of the resource than their min-

imum requirements. The rightmost bars represent

the greedy scheduling scheme, which always

chooses the user with the largest performance va-

lue to transmit. In this scheme, users 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

and 8 get very little or almost zero resource while

users 9 and 10 have very large shares. As expected,
the greedy algorithm is biased very heavily to-

wards the users close to the base station with

higher performance values (but, of course, violates

the temporal fairness requirements).

Fig. 4 shows the average performance obtained

by users in different scheduling policies. The first

bar represents round-robin, the second bar repre-

sents our scheduling policy, and the third bar is the
greedy algorithm. Note that in the opportunistic

scheduling scheme, all users except users 5 and 8

obtain higher average performance values than in

the round-robin scheme. Moreover, users 1–4 and

6 actually consume less resource while achieving

better performance compared to round-robin, be-

cause users are more likely to be chosen to trans-

mit while experiencing good channel conditions in
the opportunistic scheduling scheme. To explain
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why users 5 and 8 do not have higher performance

values, recall that both users 5 and 8 are inelastic

users, whose performance values are step-func-

tions of the SINR. Furthermore, user 5 belongs to

the ‘‘middle’’ distance group, and user 8 is in the

‘‘near’’ group. Most of the time, they experience
SINR values that are higher than the threshold in

the step-function. Hence, there is little chance to

improve their performance opportunistically.

Compared with round-robin, these two users get

smaller performance values because they consume

less resource (recall that round-robin simply allo-

cates the resource equally to all active users). We

should clarify that these two users still obtain
performance values that are greater than riEðUiÞ,
i ¼ 5; 8, where ri is the required time-fraction of

user i, which is smaller than the fraction that user i
gets in the round-robin scheme in this simulation.

The overall system performance is improved by

64% in our scheduling scheme while the greedy

algorithm has a 111% performance improvement

compared with round-robin. Of course, the greedy
algorithm achieves this performance improvement

by violating the QoS requirements of certain users.

We ignore the effects of fast multi-path fading

in most of the simulations because it is not clear

how well fast fading can be tracked in practical

systems. However, for completeness, we study the

effect of fast Rayleigh fading in the following

simulation. We adopt the simulation model for
fast Rayleigh fading in [19], which modulates the

amplitude of the inphase and quadrature compo-

nents of a carrier with a low-pass filtered zero-

mean Gaussian noise source. We consider two

cases. In the first case, fast fading can be accurately

estimated. In the second case, fast fading cannot

be estimated, and thus there exists estimation er-

rors (of the Uis) in the simulation. Note that in all
other simulations in this paper, fast fading is not

simulated, and perfect estimation of the Uis is as-

sumed. Hence, besides studying the effect of fast

fading, this simulation also provides some indica-

tion of the robustness of our scheduling scheme

and its implementation.

Due to space limitations, we refer readers to [11]

for the plots associated with this simulation, which
are very similar to Figs. 3 and 4. Compared with

round-robin, the overall system performance is

improved by 72% in our scheduling scheme when

fast fading can be estimated accurately and by 67%

when fast fading cannot be estimated. In both

cases, our scheduling policy can satisfy the re-

source-allocation requirements. For the greedy

algorithm, the improvements are 119% and 117%,
respectively. When fast fading exists and cannot be

estimated, it introduces errors to the estimates of

users� performance values. Hence, the system per-

formance degrades to some extent in both our

scheduling scheme and the greedy scheme. We also

notice that when fast fading exists, the opportu-

nistic scheduling scheme has higher improvement

than the corresponding improvement in the pre-
vious simulation when fast fading is not simulated.

This result is not surprising because the larger the

variance of users� performance values, the higher

the gain of opportunistic scheduling over non-

opportunistic scheduling schemes in general. We

should point out that our simulation on fast fading

uses a simplified model. We assume fast fading is

constant during a generic time-slot, and it only
effects the SINR of users. In practice, fast fading

can have substantial effects on bit error rates, and

may result in numerous retransmissions. Hence,

tracking of fast fading and suitable channel coding

schemes (e.g., redundancy incremental coding),

including their effects on opportunistic scheduling

schemes, should be studied further. We have pre-

sented two sets of simulations for the temporal
fairness scheduling scheme here. In summary, the

simulation results show that the opportunistic

scheduling policy can provide significant system

performance gains and satisfy the fairness re-

quirements. In addition, the scheme is robust to

estimation errors.

9.3. Utilitarian fairness scheme

In this section, we show results for the utilitar-

ian fairness scheduling scheme. We set the per-

formance requirements of users as

~aa ¼ ½ 0:02 0:08 0:05 0:05 0:02 0:1 0:1
0:02 0:1 0:1 ;

where
P

i ai ¼ 64%. In this setting, users 1, 5 and 8

have relatively low percentage requirements. Re-

call that these users have low and inelastic
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performance values. Therefore, to achieve the

same amount of performance as other users, they

require a larger portion of the resource. Hence, we

assign these users low requirements to prevent

them from using up too much resource in the
system.

Fig. 5 shows the average performance values of

the users in different scheduling schemes. The x-
axis represents the users� IDs, and the y-axis is the
average performance value. In the figure, the first

bar indicates the average performance values of

users under the round-robin scheduling scheme.

The second bar is the minimum-performance value
the user should get, which is calculated as

ai

PT
k¼1 Uk

Qð~UUkÞ1fuser i is activegPT
k¼1 1fuser i is activeg

;

where T is the total number of time-slots simu-

lated, and T ¼ 1; 000; 000. The denominator is the
total amount of time the user is active, whereas the

numerator is the total system performance when
the user is active. In other words, a user requires a

share of the system performance only when it is

active. The third bar indicates the performance

value obtained from our scheduling policy. We can

see in Fig. 5 that all users obtain performance

values larger than their minimum requirements.

Moreover, most users achieve higher performance

values than that of the round-robin scheme al-

though there is no guarantee that the utilitarian
scheme outperforms round-robin for each user.

The rightmost bar is the result of the greedy al-

gorithm. Compared with the round-robin scheme,

our scheduling policy improves the overall system

performance by 50% while the greedy scheduling

has an improvement of 110%.

Fig. 6 shows the average amount of resource

consumed by different users. The first bar repre-
sents the round-robin scheduling policy, the sec-

ond bar represents our scheduling policy, and the

third bar is for the greedy scheduling policy. The

greedy scheduling scheme allocates most resource

to users in very good conditions (users 9 and 10).

The utilitarian scheme, which also favors good

users, allocates more resource (than the greedy

algorithm) to other users to satisfy their fairness
constraints.

9.4. Minimum-performance guarantee scheme

Next, we show simulation results for the oppor-

tunistic scheduling scheme with minimum-perfor-

mance guarantees. First, we run the simulation for

1,000,000 time-slots using the round-robin sched-
uling policy, where the resource is equally dis-

tributed among all users, and active users are
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Fig. 5. Average performance value in the utilitarian fairness

scheduling simulation.
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fairness scheduling simulation.
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scheduled in a predetermined order. Thus we get

an average performance value and use it as the

minimum-performance requirement. Then we run

the simulation using the opportunistic scheduling
policy, the round-robin policy, and the greedy

scheduling policy.

Fig. 7 shows the average performance values of

users resulting from the different scheduling poli-

cies. The first bar indicates the average perfor-

mance values using the round-robin scheduling

policy, the second bar is the minimum-perfor-

mance requirement of a user, the third bar indi-
cates the result from our scheduling policy, and the

rightmost bar is that of the greedy algorithm. Note

that our scheduling policy outperforms the round-

robin policy uniformly, which illustrates the ‘‘no-

worse’’ guarantee discussed earlier in Section 5.2.

Compared with round-robin, our scheduling pol-

icy improves the overall system performance by

51% while the greedy scheduling has an improve-
ment of 109%. Similar to the previous simulation

results, the greedy algorithm results in the highest

overall performance value at the cost of extreme

unfairness among users.

Fig. 8 shows the amount of resource consumed

by each user in different scheduling policies. The

first bar represents round-robin, the second bar

represents our scheduling policy, and the third bar
is the greedy scheduling scheme. As before, the

greedy algorithm results in the most biased time-

fraction allocation.

In summary, the simulations show that using

our scheduling policies, the system can achieve

significant performance gains while satisfying the

QoS/fairness requirements. In the simulations

with fairness constraints, there is no guarantee
that every user performs better than using the

round-robin policy. In the simulations with the

minimum-performance requirement, we set the re-

quirement to be the performance value obtained

from round-robin; consequently, all users perform

better using our policy than that in round-robin.

In all the simulations, the greedy scheme, as ex-

pected, has the best performance at the cost of
extreme unfairness among users, which indicates

the possible tradeoff between users� QoS/fairness
requirements and the system performance gain.

10. Conclusion

Opportunistic scheduling is a way to improve
spectrum efficiency by exploiting time-varying

channel conditions. In this paper, we present a

general framework for opportunistic scheduling––

to maximize the average system performance by

exploiting variations of the channel conditions

while satisfying certain fairness/QoS constraints.

The framework provides the flexibility to study a
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mance guarantee scheduling simulation.
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variety of opportunistic scheduling problems

(many of the previously considered cases by us and

others fit well into this unified framework). Using

this framework, we have studied three scheduling

problems: to maximize the system performance

with a temporal fairness requirement, a utilitarian
fairness requirement, and a minimum-perfor-

mance requirement for each user. We provide

optimal solutions to each scheduling problem, and

discuss their properties. Different scheduling

schemes may be suitable for different application

scenarios. We also study the asymptotic behavior

of opportunistic scheduling schemes. We show

that our results can be extended to more gen-
eral cases. Furthermore, as a part of the frame-

work, implementational procedures are provided

and a stochastic approximation algorithm is de-

veloped to estimate parameters involved in the

optimal policies. Lastly, we show via simulations

that our opportunistic scheduling schemes result in

substantial system gains while maintaining users�
QoS/fairness requirements. Further studies using
our framework include scheduling problems in-

volving other requirements, especially short-term

and delay requirements.
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Appendix A. Proof of convexity

Suppose ~CC1 and ~CC2 are two achievable perfor-

mance vectors. We show that for any 06 a6 1,
~CC ¼ a~CC1 þ ð1	 aÞ~CC2 is also achievable. Let ~CC1 be

achieved by policy Q1 and ~CC2 be achieved by policy

Q2. Define a ‘‘combined’’ policy Q by

Qð~UUÞ ¼ Q1ð~UUÞ if A ¼ 1;
Q2ð~UUÞ otherwise;

�

where A is a random variable such that PfA ¼
1g ¼ a. Then ~CC is achieved by policy Q. �

Appendix B. Proof of asymptotic performance bound

In this section, we prove the asymptotic results

presented in Proposition 6.

Proof. It is straight-forward to show that

EðZN Þ ¼ OðNÞ. We have

ZN ¼ max
i

Ui 6 jU1j þ � � � þ jUN j

) EðZNÞ6EðjU1jÞ þ � � � þ EðjUN jÞ6CN :

Hence, EðZN Þ ¼ OðNÞ.
Next, we prove the second part of the propo-

sition. Let � > 0 be given. Then, there exists a such
that 1 < a < 1=ð1	 �Þ. Let

F ðxÞ ¼ 1	 1=xa; x P 1;
0; x < 1:

�

We show that if the Uis are i.i.d. random vari-

ables with the above distribution function F , then
limN!1 EðZN Þ=N 1	� ¼ 1:

Let

bN ¼ N 1=a;

YN ¼ ZN=bN ;

HðxÞ ¼
expð	x	aÞ if x > 0;

0 otherwise;

�

EðW Þ ¼
Z 1

0

1	 HðxÞdx;

where W is a random variable with the distribution

function HðxÞ. Note that 0 < EðW Þ < 1. Let

FN ðxÞ ¼ PfYN 6 xg ¼ ðPfUi 6 bNxgÞN

¼ 1	 1
xaN


 �N
if x P N	1=a;

0 otherwise:

�

Because

lim
N!1

1

�
	 1

xaN

N

¼ expð	x	aÞ; x > 0;

YN converges to W in distribution. 1 Next, we

show that EðYN Þ converges to EðW Þ. Note that

1 This convergence can also be obtained via results in

extreme order statistics.
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ð1	 1=xÞx is an increasing function of x for x > 1.

Hence, for x > 1 and N P 1, we have

FN ðxÞ ¼ 1

�"
	 1

xaN

xaN
#ð1=xaÞ

P 1

�
	 1

xa

xað1=xaÞ

¼ F ðxÞ:

Let �0 > 0 be given. Because Ui has finite mean,

there exists M 0 > 1 such thatZ 1

M 0
1	 FN ðxÞdx6

Z 1

M 0
1	 F ðxÞdx6 �0=3: ðB:1Þ

Furthermore, because W has finite mean, there

exists M > M 0 such that
R1

M 1	 HðxÞdx6 �0=3.
Define function f by f ðxÞ ¼ minðM ; xÞ. Then f is a
bounded continuous function. Because YN con-

verges to W in distribution, limN!1 Eðf ðYN ÞÞ ¼
Eðf ðW ÞÞ. Hence, there exists L such that for N > L,
jEðf ðYN ÞÞ 	 Eðf ðW ÞÞj6 �0=3. Furthermore, be-

cause PfYN 6 xg ¼ Pff ðYN Þ6 xg for 06 x < M , we

have EðYN Þ ¼ Eðf ðYN ÞÞ þ
R1

M 1	 FNðxÞdx. From

(B.1) and because M 0 < M , we have jEðYN Þ	
Eðf ðYN ÞÞj6 �0=3. Similarly, jEðf ðW ÞÞ 	 EðW Þj6
�0=3. Hence, for the given �0 > 0, we have that for

N > L,

jEðYN Þ 	 EðW Þj6 jEðf ðYNÞÞ 	 Eðf ðW ÞÞj
þ jEðf ðYN ÞÞ 	 EðYNÞj þ jEðf ðW ÞÞ 	 EðW Þj6 �0:

Thus, limN!1 EðYN Þ ¼ EðW Þ, i.e., limN!1 EðZN Þ=
N 1=a ¼ EðW Þ. Recall that a < 1=ð1	 �Þ. Hence,

lim
N!1

EðZN Þ
N 1	�

¼ 1;

as stated in the proposition. �
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